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ABSTRACT

Aims. We model the compaction of a Ceres-like body that accretes from the protoplanetary dust as a porous aggregate. To do this,
we use a comprehensive numerical model in which the accretion starts with a km-size seed and the final radius reaches ≈500 km.
Our goal is to investigate the interplay of accretion and loss of porosity by hot pressing. We draw conclusions for the evolution of the
porosity profile and the present-day porosity distribution on Ceres. In particular, we test the hypothesis that Ceres’ low density can be
explained by a porous interior instead of by the presence of ice, and whether compaction occurs due to creep or due to dehydration of
hydrated minerals.
Methods. We extended our thermal evolution model from previous studies to model compaction of an accreting asteroid that is ini-
tially porous. We considered two different compositions of Ceres suggested by other workers. The porosity change was calculated
according to the thermally activated creep flow. Depending on the composition, parameters relevant for compaction were changed
self-consistently with the mineral phases.
Results. We find that compaction of initially porous Ceres is dominated by creep and only slightly perturbed by the dehydration. In
particular, dehydration alone cannot lead to compaction because creep can occur before the dehydration. Depending on the accretion
duration, timing of the compaction varies from between a few million years and more than one billion years. Thereby, late accretion
cannot prevent compaction to an average porosity of <2.5%. We provide the evolution as well as the present-day porosity and tem-
perature profiles for Ceres. The temperature allows for the existence of liquid water in the interior of Ceres at a depths of ≥5−33 km.
Depending on the composition, either iron melt is produced regardless of the accretion timing or only for an accretion within the first
4 Ma relative to calcium-aluminium-rich inclusions. This argues for a small metallic core.

Key words. conduction – planets and satellites: composition – planets and satellites: formation – planets and satellites: interiors –
accretion, accretion disks – minor planets, asteroids: individual: Ceres

1. Introduction

Ceres is the largest body in the asteroid belt with a radius of
almost 500 km. It orbits the Sun with a semi-major axis of
2.7654 AU. Considered as a protoplanet along with Pallas and
Vesta (e.g., Russell et al. 2004; McCord et al. 2006), Ceres can
be considered as one of the few remaining witnesses of the pro-
cess of planetary accretion.

Based on the surface composition inferred from spec-
troscopy, the primordial material of Ceres is expected to have
a nearly carbonaceous chondritic composition (e.g., Rivkin et al.
2006). Aqueous alteration detected on the surface could be the
result of eruptions driven by interior aqueous activity and sub-
sequent sublimation of ice from the surface. Alternative sce-
narios involve production of water from an ice-silicate mix-
ture that is heated by impacts with the subsequent hydration of
pre-existing anhydrous silicates, as well as a direct condensa-
tion of hydrous minerals due to the presence of water vapour
in the solar nebula. Numerical models (McCord & Sotin 2005;
Castillo-Rogez & McCord 2010) suggest that the asteroid itself
must have formed during the first ≈10 million years of the solar
system.

One of Ceres’ remarkable properties is a relatively low av-
erage density of 2040−2250 kg m−3 (Thomas et al. 2005; Carry
et al. 2008). On one hand, this low value can be explained by
the presence of a low-density phase (McCord & Sotin 2005;
Castillo-Rogez & McCord 2010) if a nearly chondritic compo-
sition is assumed. Previous numerical models (McCord & Sotin
2005; Castillo-Rogez & McCord 2010) have suggested that this
could be water ice that differentiated from the rocky component
early in Ceres’ evolution due to heating mainly by 26Al. Thus,
Ceres could have produced a rocky core, a water ocean, and an
upper ice layer below a dusty crust. The low bulk density is then
consistent with a global ice mass fraction of 13−27% if the aver-
age porosity is negligible (see Fig. 1 in McCord & Sotin 2005).

An alternative explanation of the low density has been pro-
posed by Zolotov (2009), who favoured an undifferentiated
structure and questioned the existence of free water in Ceres.
He suggested that Ceres could be made of hydrated minerals
formed as a result of extensive oxidation of carbonaceous chon-
dritic material (which has zero porosity and, thus, both an intrin-
sic and bulk density that matches that of Ceres), or of a homo-
geneous mixture of a closely CI chondritic material that retained
a significant porosity of 5−15%, without being differentiated.
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Table 1. Composition, mass, and volume fractions of the constituents, and further key parameters for modelling Ceres’ compaction.

Model Mineral Mass fraction Vol. fraction Intrinsic density Act. energy Por. interval
− − xj v j ρi Ej

[
φ j−1, φ j

)
− − [%] [%]

[
kg m−3

] [
kJ mol−1

]
[%]

CIa Serpentine 49.20 46.98 2576 88a 48−30
high- Pyrene 3.10 6.00 1270 88b 48−30
density Montmorillonite 17.00 17.60 2320 105(3)c 30−18
model Halite 4.20 4.99 2070 105(4) 30−18
from (1) Mirabilite 4.50 7.05 1570 128(5) 18−13
and (2) Magnetite 15.00 7.13 5175 188(6) 13−8

Epsomite 7.00 10.25 1680 270(5) 8−0

Average − 100.00 100.00 2460 − −
CIb Pyrene 6.20 10.94 1270 88b 48−33
low- Saponite 36.30 35.05 2320 105d 48−33
density Mirabilite 7.90 11.27 1570 128(5) 33−28
model Gypsum 5.90 5.60 2360 145(7)e 28−25
from (1) Hematite 23.20 9.81 5300 251(8) 25−20
and (2) Epsomite 20.50 27.33 1680 270(5) 20−0

Average − 100.00 100.00 2240 − −
Notes. These mineralogical compositions have been proposed by Zolotov (2009) assuming accretion of Ceres from small aqueously altered
planetesimals (with a nearly CI chondritic initial composition) that contain hydrated minerals. The relative abundances of species differ slightly
from those shown in Zolotov (2009) and Castillo-Rogez (2011), since the latter were completed to obtain a mass/volume fraction of 100%. (a) Based
on the deformation experiments on serpentine at pressures above 1 GPa and temperatures of 470−770 K, the creep activation energy is expected to
be <20 kJ mol−1 (Hilairet et al. 2007). We use an upper bound of 88 kJ mol−1, since the internal pressure of Ceres is approximately below 0.2 GPa
and since the strength of serpentine is a matter of debate. (b) A lower value of 84 kJ mol−1 has been reported by Ripple & Day (1966). (c) This is an
upper bound of E because we lack reliable data. We note, however, that activation values of 10−50 kJ mol−1 have been reported by McLaughlin &
Ubbelohde (1956) and Martinho et al. (2001). (d) Because we lack data and since saponite and montmorillonite are both members of the smectite
group, the same activation energy is used. (e) Here, diffusion creep activation energy of anhydrite is used. A lower activation energy of 130 kJ mol−1

has been reported by Baumann (1984) for the dislocation creep of gypsum.

References. (1) Zolotov (2009); (2) Castillo-Rogez (2011); (3) Pusch & Yong (2005); (4) Durham et al. (2005); (5) Heard (1972); (6) Till &
Moskowitz (2013); (7) Dell’Angelo & Olgaard (1995); (8) Siemes et al. (2011).

It should be noted that based on the shape and the moment of
inertia of Ceres, no distinction between a porous and a differ-
entiated structure is possible (Thomas et al. 2005; Carry et al.
2008). Compaction of an initially porous Ceres made of hy-
drated CI chondritic minerals was estimated by Zolotov (2009)
based on a comparison with porosities of sandstones at pressures
≈150 MPa. This comparison disregards specific material proper-
ties such as the creep activation energy of hydrated minerals and
the effective pressure, which is much higher as a result of the
porosity than the lithostatic pressure.

Castillo-Rogez (2011) argued that a homogeneous Ceres
with a substantial porosity is not likely. The author modelled the
thermal evolution of Ceres in 1D including the effect of latent
heat of dehydration and dehydroxilation, considering thereby
two composition models proposed by Zolotov (2009) (for the
sake of brevity, here and in the following, the term “hydration”
is a proxy for any kind of aqueous alteration, and the term “de-
hydration” is a proxy for both the dehydration and the dehy-
droxylation reactions). Castillo-Rogez (2011) suggested that the
dehydration of hydrated minerals would destroy the pores and
that subsequent differentiation of the water phase would be in-
evitable. Furthermore, she noted that silicate relaxation by creep
could contribute to the reduction of porosity. However, the au-
thor did not explicitly model this or any other kind of compaction
process.

The idea of a porous Ceres as such (Zolotov 2009) necessi-
tates self-consistent modelling of the evolution of the porosity in
a continuously accreting body to obtain the set of parameters

reproducing this idea (a porosity profile leading to an aver-
age porosity of ≈10% for the model termed CIa here, cp.
Table 1). The same necessity holds for the alternative com-
position (termed CIb here, cp. Table 1) proposed by Zolotov
(2009). Here, plausible parameters must be determined that lead
to a complete reduction of the porosity of Ceres that accretes
from hydrated carbonaceous chondritic material. Furthermore,
the evolution of the porosity is also important for the differenti-
ated ice-rock end member models. Here, on one hand, the melt-
ing temperature of ice is too low to close the pores in the sili-
cate fraction by creep processes before the differentiation, which
means that some porosity will still be available after the melt-
ing of ice. On the other hand, the ice-rock differentiation could
proceed in the porous flow regime, making compaction of the
silicate matrix by creep (at higher temperatures than the melting
point of the ice) necessary for water to extrude.

We here calculate thermal models for Ceres and draw con-
clusions about Ceres’ porosity profile, the metamorphism of the
interior, and the present-day state. To do this, we extended the
numerical code from Neumann et al. (2012), which computes
the thermal and structural evolution of planetesimals including
compaction of the initially porous primordial material (modelled
using a creep law) and the coupling of this process with a con-
tinuous accretion. In particular, we investigate the evolution of
the interior assuming an initially porous structure. We show that
creep is the predominant mechanism of porosity reduction and
that compaction by creep takes place at lower temperatures than
dehydration for several minerals involved in the compositions
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Table 2. Parameter values used to simulate the radioactive heat production by the short- and long-lived isotopes.

Model Nuclide Element mass Initial Particles Half-life Energy
fraction ratio per 1 kg per atom

− − [%] − − [a] [J]

CIa 26Al 8.86 × 10−3 (1) 5.0 × 10−5 2.0532 × 1023 7.17 × 105 6.4154 × 10−13

60Fe 1.81 × 10−1 (1) 1.15 × 10−8 1.8187 × 1024 2.61 × 106 4.8700 × 10−13

and 53Mn 2.02 × 10−3 (1) 4.0 × 10−5 2.2978 × 1022 3.74 × 106 9.5613 × 10−14

40K 5.32 × 10−4 (1) 1.5 × 10−3 8.0167 × 1021 1.25 × 109 1.1102 × 10−13

CIb 232Th 2.96 × 10−8 (2) 1.0 7.6822 × 1016 1.41 × 1010 6.4721 × 10−12

235U 8.08 × 10−9 (2) 7.1 × 10−3 2.0702 × 1016 7.04 × 108 7.1129 × 10−12

238U 8.08 × 10−9 (2) 0.9928 2.0441 × 1016 4.47 × 109 7.6095 × 10−13

Notes. Columns 3 and 5 show the data for the non-radioactive elements corresponding to those in Col. 2.

References. (1) Wolf et al. (2012); (2) Rocholl & Jochum (1993).

considered here. We find, furthermore, that compaction of an
initially porous Ceres is dominated by the creep processes and
only slightly perturbed by the dehydration. Depending on the ac-
cretion duration, timing of the compaction varies by between a
few million years and more than one billion years. This means
that slow and late accretion cannot prevent compaction to an av-
erage porosity of <2.5%. Based on this result, we exclude one of
the two mineralogical models (see Zolotov 2009; Castillo-Rogez
2011) as rather unrealistic, and find the second model reason-
able for the early Ceres. Furthermore, we provide the evolution
as well as the present-day porosity and temperature profiles
for Ceres. The temperature evolution allows for the existence
of liquid water in the interior in the past as well as today at
depths of more than 5−33 km. Depending on the mineralogical
model, either accretion within the first 4 Ma relative to calcium-
aluminium-rich inclusions (CAIs) results in the production of
iron melt, or iron melt is produced regardless of the accretion
timing, enabling possible differentiation of a small metallic core.
On the basis of our models we show the possible development of
Ceres’ internal structure and the present-day state of this object’s
interior.

2. Model

In the present study, the thermal evolution and the reduction of
the porosity is calculated for a body with a changing size that
is initially small and grows to the size of Ceres as a result of
accretion.

For the details of the model we refer to some of our previous
publications, Neumann et al. (2012, 2014b). In the following, we
describe the details of the model that are particularly crucial and
specific here.

Our calculations start with a homogeneous km-size cold
body that has a uniform average porosity of ≈50%. Two dif-
ferent compositions of a carbonaceous chondritic material are
assumed (see Table 1). The material properties vary with the
composition, while the amount of radiogenic heating is equal
(see Table 2). The accreting porous body grows towards a fi-
nal radius by accumulating dust. The final radius is larger than
that of Ceres because the accumulated material is highly porous.
Upon heating, the compaction of the porous material is mod-
elled through a creep law (see Eq. (4)). This reduces the radius
and increases the average density. Assuming a certain accretion
onset time t0 relative to the formation of the CAIs and accretion
duration tac, the main goal is to investigate whether at the end of
a simulation (corresponding to the present day) the body would
match the radius of Ceres, whether it would have a substantial

average porosity, and whether the density would match the ob-
served interval of the average density of 2040−2250 kg m−3.

Numerically, a heat conduction equation with non-constant
parameters, a Neumann boundary condition in the centre, and
a Dirichlet boundary condition at the surface is solved in radial
symmetry on a non-moving frame of reference:

ρcp
∂T
∂t
=

1
r2

∂

∂r

(
k(r)r2 ∂T

∂r

)
+ Q(r, t). (1)

The parameters depend on the composition (e.g., the density ρ
and the heat source density Q), temperature T (e.g., the thermal
conductivity k and the specific heat capacity cp), and porosity φ
(e.g., the density and the thermal conductivity). Simultaneously,
the reduction of porosity by hot pressing is obtained from an
equation describing a typical creep law (Eq. (4)). We further-
more calculate gravity and pressure profiles, effective stress as
a function of porosity, average porosity and density (integrated
over the radius), etc.

Following Zolotov (2009) and Castillo-Rogez (2011), we
considered two types of material, both consisting of hydrated,
nearly CI chondritic minerals. These are the models CIa
and CIb, termed “high-density” and “low-density” models in
Castillo-Rogez (2011). Table 1 presents their mineralogies as
well as some important modelling parameters. Our numerical
model computes compaction of porous material and is, thus,
very well suited to investigate the scenario proposed by Zolotov
(2009). Furthermore, based on both previous observations by the
Hubble Space Telescope (e.g., Carry et al. 2008) and recent ones
by Dawn (e.g., Beck et al. 2015), minerals involved in the com-
positions adopted here are most probably present on Ceres and
have played an important role in its evolution. The exact abun-
dances of these minerals are not certain, however.

Since porosity and accretion are considered, four different
radii are required. These are the initial reference radius (at zero
porosity) R0, the final reference radius (at zero porosity) Rf, the
initial radius (at the initial non-zero porosity φ0) R0, and a the-
oretical final radius (at the initial non-zero porosity φ0) Rf. The
radius change R(t) from R0 to Rf that is due to the late runaway
accretion appropriate for a body of Ceres’ size, can be described
assuming a constant density (porosity) by

R(t) = R0 exp

(
log

(
R f

R0

)
t − t0

tac

)
. (2)

This is a solution of a differential equation for the evolution of
the planetary radius and was termed “exponential accretion law”
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in Neumann et al. (2012). For the derivation of the associated
differential equation see Kortenkamp et al. (2000).

To obtain the radius change R(t) from R0 to Rf, we simply
replace R by R everywhere. Thereby, R0 = R0 (1 − φ0)−

1
3 and

Rf = Rf (1 − φ0)−
1
3 . Finally, the dependence of the actual radius

Rp(t) on the changes of the porosity during and after the accre-
tion is introduced,

Rp(t) = R(t) (1 − φ0)
1
3 (1 − φ(t))− 1

3 , (3)

where φ(t) is the average porosity of the asteroid at time t.
The initial porosity of φ0 ≈ 50% and the intrinsic geome-

try of the dust assemblage described by the simple cubic pack-
ing of uniform spherical grains is reasonably assumed here (see
Neumann et al. 2014b). The model computes the loss of porosity
by hot pressing using a creep law,

∂φ

∂t
= −(1 − φ)Bb−mσne−

E
RT (4)

with porosity φ, time t, a constant B = 1.26×10−18 m3Pa−3/2 s−1,
initial grain size b = 10−6 m, effective stress σ, constants m = 3
and n = 3/2, activation energy E, gas constant R, and tempera-
ture T . We refer to Neumann et al. (2014b) for further details.

While in our previous studies the creep activation energy was
assumed constant, here E is adjusted upon the compaction of the
single minerals according to their activation energies and volume
fractions (Table 1, Eq. (5)) during compaction. The composi-
tions adopted here are dominated by phyllosilicates and include
further minerals. The phyllosilicates are mostly represented by
saponite and serpentine. These minerals have the lowest creep
activation energy, and, since their joint volume fraction domi-
nates the primordial porous matrix, they will creep before min-
erals with higher activation energies. First, the “weakest” min-
eral phase, that is, the one with the lowest activation energy,
starts to compact (assuming sufficiently strong heating). This re-
duces the local porosity to some lower value until this mineral
phase is fully compacted. Then, the activation energy increases
to the next highest value, until the corresponding mineral com-
pacts fully, and so on. Mathematically, given a certain sequence
of the activation energies E1 < ... < Ek and the volume frac-
tions v1, ..., vk of the corresponding minerals, the activation en-
ergy E j is used in Eq. (4) in the porosity interval

[
φ j−1, φ j

)
, where

φ0 > φ1 > ... > φk = 0 and φ j is defined as

φ j = 1 − (1 − φ0)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝1 − φ0

j∑
l=1

vl

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ (5)

for j = 1, ..., k. In this way, species with equal E are grouped.
The activation energies E j and the corresponding porosities φ j
are shown in Table 1. The behaviour of these minerals during
hot pressing is not fully covered in the literature. In particular,
the creep activation energy of relatively weak minerals such as
serpentine is uncertain. To be conservative, we therefore took an
upper bound on E in several cases (making compaction more dif-
ficult). The remaining parameters in Eq. (4) were not varied with
the mineralogy and correspond to the values used in Neumann
et al. (2014b). Implications of a variation of these parameters are
discussed in Sect. 4.3.

The intrinsic thermal conductivity ki is obtained as a geomet-
ric mean of the mineral thermal conductivities and their volume
fractions (as is appropriate for a mixture of randomly distributed
and oriented minerals, see e.g. Beardsmore & Cull 2001). The
bulk thermal conductivity kb of a porous assemblage is equal to

Table 3. Thermal conductivities of the species involved.

Mineral Thermal conductivity
−

[
W m−1 K−1

]
Epsomite 0.4(1)

Gypsum 1.3(2)

Halite 5.4(300.0/T )1.14(3)

Hematite 8.39−6.63 × 10−4T (4)

Magnetite 4.23−1.37 × 10−3T (4)

Mirabilite 0.6(1)

Montmorillonite 0.75(5)

Pyrene 0.27(6)

Pyrrhotite 3.5(2)

Saponite 0.75(5)

Serpentine (0.404 + 0.000246T )−1(5)

Notes. The thermal conductivity of a porous mixture is computed as
a geometric mean of the mineral conductivities and respective volume
fractions times an exponential term to obtain a dependence on the poros-
ity. In the extreme cases of φ = 48% or φ = 0%, the values of kb = 0.03
and kb = ki = 1.4 as well as kb = 0.015 and kb = ki = 0.73 W m−1 K−1

are obtained at 150 K for the models CIa and CIb, respectively.

References. (1) Prieto-Ballesteros & Kargel (2005); (2) Ahrens
(1995); (3) Kuhlman (2011); (4) Molgaard & Scmeltzer (1971);
(5) Castillo-Rogez (2011); (6) Akbulut et al. (2006).
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Fig. 1. Heat production rate by the short- and long-lived radionuclides
per 1 kg of the primordial material. The underlying abundances corre-
spond to a CI chondritic composition and are shown in Table 2.

the product of ki and an exponential term. The thermal conduc-
tivity increases by two orders of magnitude from kb to ki when
porosity falls from φ = φ0 ≈ 0.5 to φ = 0. The values or func-
tions adopted for the minerals considered are shown in Table 3.
The equation describing the specific heat capacity as a function
of temperature was adopted from Yomogida & Matsui (1984).

Both long- and short-lived radiogenic nuclides are included
as heat sources (Fig. 1). While 26Al and 60Fe are included in
most planetesimal evolution models, 53Mn was used in the recent
thermal evolution models of Ceres (Castillo-Rogez & McCord
2010; Castillo-Rogez 2011). For the sake of completeness, we
included this heat source in the present study. For the two com-
position models CIa and CIb, the same initial abundances (mass
fractions) resulting from measurements on Orgueil CI1 car-
bonaceous chondrite are taken. The data were taken from Wolf
et al. (2012) and Rocholl & Jochum (1993). See Table 2 for an
overview.
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Important output parameters are the average porosity φ(t)
and the average density ρ(t) of the asteroid at time t. These are
computed using the equations φ(t) = 1− Vi

Vb
and ρ(t) = M

Vb
, where

Vi is the intrinsic volume (i.e., the volume of the solid material),
Vb is the bulk volume (i.e., the volume of the solid material plus
the volume of the pores, computed by integrating the porosities
at the grid points of the discretisation over the body), and M is
the mass of the asteroid.

One of the assumptions made here is the value of R0 =
1 km. An initial radius on the O(1 km)-scale is a reasonable
assumption for the early accretional evolution of a Ceres-size
object because this value is certainly higher than the size at
which accretion becomes dominated by the mutual gravitational
attraction (e.g., Weidenschilling 1988; Chambers & Halliday
2014). The value of Rf is determined from the present-day ra-
dius and from an assumption on the present-day average poros-

ity φtoday of Ceres: Rf = 470
(
1 − φtoday

) 1
3 km. For model

CIa (Castillo-Rogez 2011), the present-day average porosity of
φtoday = 10% is assumed following Zolotov (2009) (conse-
quently, a final reference radius of 454 km). We show below,
however, that compaction is almost complete for these cases.
For model CIb, a present-day average porosity of φtoday = 1%
is a reasonable assumption because the density of Ceres is re-
produced only then. Thus, a final reference radius of 468 km
is assumed for CIb. The assumed present-day average porosity
simply corresponds to a variation of Rf , and small perturbations
of the assumed value do not influence the results of the present
investigation to a notable extent.

We assumed here that accreting Ceres is partially hydrated.
Although no impact heating is involved in the model, the accre-
tion should, in fact, proceed as a result of the collisions of the
modelled object with smaller planetesimals. Thus, a further as-
sumption on the pre-processing in these smaller planetesimals
leading to the hydration of the minerals in their rock fraction
needs to be made. As a consequence of the specific accretion
law adopted here (see Eq. (2)), accretion of pre-processsed plan-
etesimals is less likely in the first ≈90% of the accretion dura-
tion, but more likely upon entering the runaway accretion phase.
Assuming an accretion duration of 1 Ma starting at t0 = 1 Ma
after the CAIs, the average radius of an impactor delivered per
year during accretion increases to ≈2.2 km at t = t0+0.5 Ma (see
Šrámek et al. 2012 for the equations giving an impactor mass).
Using the parameters of model CIa from Table 1, the temper-
ature in such an impactor (whose evolution also starts at 1 Ma
after the CAIs) remains below 400 K. This means that although
this temperature allows for the existence of free water for a rather
short period of time and hydrated minerals can form in principle,
the heating is not sufficient to dehydrate them. Although this im-
pactor experiences some compaction by creep, a substantial av-
erage porosity of ≈26% remains according to our calculations.
A further uncertainty is the loss or gain of the average porosity
during impacts that is due to heating or fractures, which is not
considered here. Moreover, an impactor of a certain size and a
corresponding mass inferred from Eq. (2) is only a measure for
the mass accumulated by the proto-Ceres on average per year at
a certain time instance during the accretion. In fact, this mass
could be delivered by a number of much smaller objects that did
not experience any metamorphism. Thus, based on the above
estimates, the only pre-processing of the material before the ac-
cretion assumed here is the formation of hydrated minerals that
accrete at the surface of the proto-Ceres as such. Alternatively,
water vapour available for reactions in the primitive solar nebula
could have led to direct condensation of hydrous minerals.
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Fig. 2. Maximum (central) temperature for a varying accretion duration.
The accretion starts at t0 = 1 Ma relative to the formation of the CAIs.
The accretion durations considered here vary between tac = 0.5 Ma and
tac = 50 Ma.

In Neumann et al. (2012, 2014b) we used an activation en-
ergy of 356 kJ mol−1 (85 kcal mol−1) calculated by Schwenn &
Goetze (1978) for olivine. Compaction took place in this model
at a temperature of about 700 K. On the other hand, a creep acti-
vation energy of 356 kJ mol−1 is rather high for a carbonaceous
chondritic composition, which is dominated by phyllosilicates
/ serpentine. The activation energies of species involved (in par-
ticular hydrated minerals) vary fromO(10 kJ mol−1) (serpentine,
see Hilairet et al. 2007) to O(100 kJ mol−1) by one order of mag-
nitude, for instance, E = 251 kJ mol−1 corresponding to hematite
(see Siemes et al. 2011). Consequently, compaction will proceed
at lower temperatures and will be much more efficient than in the
case of an olivine-dominated ordinary chondritic composition.

3. Results

Calculations were performed for the two compositions described
above. In both cases, the accretion duration tac was varied be-
tween 0.5 Ma and 50 Ma. Figure 2 shows the maximum tem-
peratures reached in these simulation runs as functions of the
accretion duration for the two models CIa and CIb.

Because of their short half-life time, the radioactive isotopes
26Al, 60Fe, and 53Mn provide an early, intense, but short-lived
heat pulse, which is orders of magnitude higher than the energy
released by the decay of the long-lived nuclides (see Fig. 1).
After ≈20 Ma relative to the formation of the CAIs, the heat
production rate becomes dominated by the long-lived nuclides.
These provide a much weaker heating, which is, however, active
over the entire evolution of Ceres until present. Thus, two differ-
ent paths can be defined for the evolution of a Ceres-like body.
In general, a very fast and early accretion within the first million
of years after the CAIs leads to peak temperatures that exceed
the solidus of ≈1425 K and even the liquidus of ≈1850 K of dry
silicates in the entire body (see Fig. 2). Such strong heating asso-
ciated with large amounts of melting suggests the formation of
a basaltic crust. However, present observations of Ceres’ surface
do not indicate a crust produced by extrusive igneous processes.
Furthermore, for an ice-rich initial composition, water ice would
melt rapidly and the water would evaporate and escape the ac-
creting body, leaving a dry, dense, and much smaller Vesta-like
object behind. On the other hand, if heating above the solidus or
even liquidus of dry silicates were confined to the central part of
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Ceres, metal-silicate differentiation should not have affected the
shallow layers and the surface. Based on the above arguments,
we do not consider early and fast accretion as reasonable for
Ceres. Only those combinations of t0 + tac for which no melt-
ing of dry silicates is possible, that is, for which the maximum
temperature will remain below ≈1420 K, are preferred. Such rel-
atively low temperatures are obtained for an accretion onset time
of 1 Ma after the CAIs and an accretion duration of at least 2 Ma.
For this reason, we enforced that accretion is completed after at
least 3 Ma after the CAIs by using an accretion onset time of
t0 = 1 Ma after the CAIs and varied the accretion duration by
between 2 Ma and 50 Ma. Depending on the accretion duration,
the evolution follows a specific path and is mainly independent
of the composition adopted. In the following, we describe two
extreme paths, both with an accretion onset time of t0 = 1 Ma
relative to CAIs, following either a “fast” accretion tac = 2 Ma,
or a “slow” accretion with tac = 50 Ma. The difference in the
accretion duration will, in particular, emphasise the role of the
short-lived nuclides in the evolution of Ceres. We note that all
times given in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 are relative to the accretion on-
set time t0 unless stated otherwise.

There are several factors that have important effects on the
creep of minerals and that could shift compaction to higher or
lower temperatures. These factors have been discussed in de-
tail in Neumann et al. (2014b). Here, we emphasise the inten-
sity of heating, the duration of heating, and the intensity of
pressing. For example, a high enough pressure P acting on a
porous medium at a high temperature T can reduce porosity very
quickly, while extended heating may still lead to compaction for
a lower temperature. In general, high values of P and T as well
as prolonged heating work towards loss of porosity, while low P
and T and a short duration of the heating phase do not. Thereby,
an unfavourable value of one parameter can be compensated for
by the others. Thus, throughout the models CIa and CIb and
different accretion durations (corresponding to different heating
rates) the compaction behaviour will not be identical, although
similarities can be observed.

Of particular interest is the evolution of the average poros-
ity and average density. The change of these parameters is con-
trolled by the interplay of accretion and compaction. In general,
slow accretion and strong heating lead to an increase of the aver-
age density and a decrease of the average porosity. While porous
material is added at the surface, central regions can compact suf-
ficiently fast. Assuming a late runaway accretion scenario, this
will be the case in the beginning of the accretion while proto-
Ceres is still very small. Later on, an increased accretion rate
cannot be compensated for by the compaction, reversing the be-
haviour of the average porosity and density (the porosity in-
creases, the density decreases). This will be the case until the
accretion is completed, and no porous material is added at the
surface any more. Thereafter, only compaction by creep influ-
ences the porosity and the density, leading to an increase of the
latter, almost up to the intrinsic density of the respective com-
position. The average density will not reach the exact value of
the intrinsic density because the surface will remain porous. The
upper scenario applies, in general, to both compositional models
and to any of the accretion durations considered here (although
the timing and the absolute values vary).

3.1. Fast accretion with t0 = 1 Ma and tac ≈ 2 Ma

Here, the loss of porosity is achieved fast within the first 3.5 Ma
based on a rapid temperature increase that is due to the heating
by short-lived nuclides. The particular compaction behaviour,

that is, the specific temperatures at which certain values of poros-
ity (or density) are reached, as well as the timing, strongly de-
pend on the composition (activation energies, volume fractions
of the minerals, intrinsic density of the model) and, thus, on the
model under consideration.

3.1.1. Fast accretion: Model CIa

In the following, we first consider the “high-density” model of
Castillo-Rogez (2011) termed here CIa. We plot the results in
Fig. 3, left column. See also Table 4 for an overview.

Starting with a radius of 1.24 km and a temperature of 150 K,
the seed follows the evolution shown in Fig. 3 (left column, up-
per panel). During the first half of the accretion time, the ra-
dius remains smaller than 20 km. It grows to ≈180 km within
≈0.84tac, followed by a rapid increase in the final phase, when
95% of the body mass accretes in about 16% of the accretion du-
ration. After ≈0.007 Ma, the radius has increased by ≈25 m and
the temperature to above ≈200 K. This temperature is sufficient
to allow creep of the weakest minerals with activation energies
of 88 kJ mol−1 (serpentine, pyrene). By 0.024 Ma, a radius of
1.294 km, and a central temperature of 270 K, the central poros-
ity has decreased to 30% (Fig. 3, left column, bottom panel).
By that time, the two weakest minerals have compacted com-
pletely. The dehydration temperature of ≈775 K of serpentine
is not nearly reached. A further temperature increase is neces-
sary for the remaining minerals to compact. From 0.033 Ma, a
radius of 1.304 km, and a central temperature of 300 K, com-
paction proceeds, due to creep of montmorillonite and halite,
with activation energies of 105 kJ mol−1. These mineral phases
compact rather fast. By 0.04 Ma, a radius of 1.315 km, and
a central temperature of 322 K, the central porosity falls to
18% (as in the case of serpentine, montomorillonite phase com-
pacts before its dehydration temperature of ≈1070 K is reached).
Here, compaction stalls again until the temperature rises to
≈350 K (t = 0.05 Ma, Rp(t) = 1.334 km). Compaction of
mirabilite (E = 126 kJ mol−1) decreases the porosity to ≈13%
by t = 0.062 Ma, Rp(t) = 1.367 km, and Tc = 375 K. The
central density is 2120 kg m−3 by that time, while the average
density of the seed is 1700 kg m−3. However, mirabilite should
have dehydrated at ≈305 K (Castillo-Rogez 2011) before com-
paction. Even more heating and time is needed for the creep
of magnetite: porosity falls from 13% to 8% in the range of
0.120−0.220 Ma, 1.569−2.117 km, and 445−526 K (the central
density being 2248 kg m−3, the average density 1924 kg m−3,
and the average porosity 21.45%). The final closure of pores
around the centre by the creep of epsomite follows in the range
of 0.320−0.53 Ma, 2.875−5.41 km, and 587−720 K. Again,
this temperature is higher than the dehydration temperature of
353 K of epsomite (Castillo-Rogez 2011). The average poros-
ity is 20.90%, while the average density is 1937 kg m−3. As for
mirabilite, epsomite compacted after its dehydration temperature
of ≈350 K was exceeded.

The porosity at different locations than the centre roughly
follows the pattern described above, in particular, it follows the
temperature profile. While at shallower depths the temperature
and the pressure are lower than in the centre, a longer exposure to
these conditions leads to the compaction of the specific minerals
at lower temperatures (or temperature intervals) than those valid
for the centre.

From the onset of accretion, the average porosity glob-
ally decreased while the average density increased as a re-
sult of compaction and a rather low accretion rate. However,
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lines). The grey area indicates the average density of Ceres according to our present knowledge.

after attaining a minimum of 19.70% at 0.385 Ma and Rp(t) =
3.49 km, the average porosity increased again because com-
paction did not compensate for the increasing accretion rate. It
increased to 25.91% (average density of 1814 kg m−3) at the
completion of the accretion. Here, the radius reached 501 km
while the temperature decreased from 1250 K in the centre to
150 K at the surface.

After the end of accretion no more porous material is
added to the asteroid. Thus, only compaction by creep influ-
ences the porosity, which decreases more rapidly. After 0.04 Ma
φ(t) = 20% (ρ(t) = 1960 kg m−3, Rp(t) = 489 km), and after
0.434 Ma φ(t) = 10% (ρ(t) = 2200 kg m−3, Rp(t) = 470 km) at
Tc = 1309 K are obtained.

While at this moment the average density and radius are ap-
proximately equal to the present-day estimates of Ceres’ density
and mean radius, further evolution leads to an additional reduc-
tion of pores and, eventually, to an average porosity lower than
1% (ρ(t) ≈ 2425 kg m−3) by t0 + 3.694 = 4.694 Ma after the
CAIs. Neither the final radius of ≈455 km nor the final average
density of ≈2434 kg m−3 reached by t0 + 7.1 = 8.1 Ma fit the
size and the density of Ceres.

3.1.2. Fast accretion: Model CIb

The second model CIb with the same t0 and tac displays a
similar behaviour in general (see Fig. 3, right column and
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Table 4. Data describing the circumstances of compaction at the centre of the proto-Ceres for t0 = 1 Ma relative to CAIs and tac = 2 Ma.

Model Mineral Time Temperature Radius Porosity Dehydration

CIa Serpentine 1.007−1.024 200−270 1.265−1.294 48−30 775
high- Montmorillonite 1.033−1.040 300−322 1.304−1.315 30−18 1070
density Epsomite 1.320−1.530 587−720 2.875−5.410 8−0 353
model Mirabilite 1.050−1.062 350−375 1.334−1.367 18−13 305
from (1) Pyrene 1.007−1.024 200−270 1.265−1.294 48−30 −
and (2) Halite 1.033−1.040 300−322 1.304−1.315 30−18 −

Magnetite 1.120−1.220 445−526 1.569−2.117 13−8 −
CIb Saponite 1.007-1.038 200−317 1.265−1.359 48−33 1073
low- Epsomite 1.216−1.284 710−782 2.241−2.750 20−0 353
density Mirabilite 1.042−1.057 330−377 1.364−1.409 33−28 305
model Pyrene 1.007−1.038 200−317 1.265−1.359 48−33 −
from (1) Gypsum 1.172−1.190 550−670 1.712−2.068 28−25 423
and (2) Hematite 1.190−1.216 670−710 2.070−2.241 25−20 −

Notes. All times are given relative to the formation of CAIs (and include the accretion onset time t0 = 1 Ma). See Sect. 3.1 and Fig. 3 for further
information.

Table 4). Upon reaching certain temperatures, minerals with the
respective activation energies deform by hot pressing, which
reduces the local porosities to the respective porosity values
shown in Table 1. Since the mineral phases as well as their
creep activation energies and porosity intervals (see Table 1 and
Eq. (5)) differ from the CIa model, the absolute values of the
results are different to some extent. The pores around the cen-
tre close in five compaction steps. Compaction of saponite and
pyrene (0.007−0.038 Ma, 200−317 K) is followed by mirabilite
(0.042−0.057 Ma, 330−377 K), gypsum (0.172−0.190 Ma,
550−670 K), hematite (0.190−0.216 Ma, 670−710 K), and, fi-
nally, epsomite (0.216−0.284 Ma, 710−782 K). In these steps,
the porosity around the centre falls from its initial value, cor-
responding to the porosity intervals from Table 1. Thereby,
saponite compacts before it could dehydrate at ≈1070 K, while
the other hydrated phases of model CIb compact after reach-
ing their dehydration temperatures. Similar to model CIa, this is
partly due to a low internal pressure in a km-size seed.

During accretion, after reaching a minimum of 32.08% at
0.472 Ma and Rp(t) = 4.866 km, the average porosity increases
again (due to a higher accretion rate). At the end of accretion,
its value is 37.77% (average density of 1394 kg m−3). Here, the
radius reaches 550 km, while the temperature varies between
1364 K in the centre and 150 K at the surface. Subsequent com-
paction of the interior reduces the porosity to 20% after 0.8 Ma
(ρ(t) = 1694 kg m−3, Rp(t) = 516 km) and to 10% after 1.186 Ma
(ρ(t) = 2014 kg m−3, Rp(t) = 487 km) at Tc = 1309 K. Finally,
the average porosity falls below 1% by t0 + 3.843 = 4.843 Ma
(ρ(t) ≈ 2218 kg m−3, Rp(t) = 471 km) and settles at 0.6% by
t0 + 4 = 5 Ma. The final density and the final radius both closely
match those of the present-day Ceres, making model CIb and the
corresponding scenario more probable than model CIa.

3.2. Slow accretion with t0 = 1 Ma and tac = 50 Ma

The choice of tac = 50 Ma results in an extremely slow and
late accretion. Here, we show that even the lack of intense heat-
ing by short-lived nuclides cannot prevent a temperature increase
above 1000 K in the centre. Thus, no substantial average porosity
will remain. However, the initially strong heating by short-lived
nuclides is followed by a cooling phase. Continuous heating by
long-lived nuclides increases the temperature very slowly, and
very slow compaction takes place over up to 1600 Ma.

3.2.1. Slow accretion: Model CIa

The early evolution of model CIa (first ≈0.1 Ma of the accre-
tion) in this case bears some similarities to the scenario de-
scribed above in Sect. 3.1.1 (cp. Fig. 4, left column, upper panel
with Fig. 3, left column, upper panel). These are a decrease
of the radius due to compaction despite ongoing accretion, de-
crease of the average porosity, and increase of the average den-
sity. However, the picture during the following growth is charac-
terised by the interplay of accretion, heating, and compaction.

On an almost identical timescale, the weakest mineral phases
(serpentine, pyrene, montmorillonite, halite, and mirabilite)
compact around the centre at temperatures below 376 K.
Subsequently, the central temperature increases further to 415 K
by 0.135 Ma and Rp(t) = 1.11 km. This radius is only half as
large as at the same time of a short accretion case of 2 Ma. At
smaller radius and surface, cooling prevents a further temper-
ature increase. Since ≈500 K are necessary to induce creep of
magnetite at the current pressure, compaction in the centre stalls.
During the following ≈10 Ma the central temperature decreases.
The early compaction history is reflected in the average poros-
ity, which initially falls to 23.5% by 0.199 Ma, but subsequently
increases to 47.56% by 18.7 Ma.

By 23.5 Ma the proto-Ceres grows to a radius of 22 km.
Thus, increased internal pressure suffices to compact serpen-
tine and pyrene phases in the shallower regions at T ≥ 170 K.
Despite the following runaway accumulation of porous material,
increase of the interior temperatures that is due to the decay of
the long-lived nuclides provides a continuous reduction of the
average porosity. By the end of the accretion (t = 50 Ma), the
average porosity is reduced to 42.77% at a radius of 547 km and
a central temperature of 210 K.

Subsequently, the internal temperature increases further, and
so the porosity is reduced continuously throughout the asteroid.
By 74.8 Ma, Rp(t) = 489 km, and Tc = 238 K, the average
porosity falls below 20%. By 247 Ma, Rp(t) = 470 km, and
Tc = 397 K, φ(t) = 10% is obtained. Finally, φ(t) stabilises at
≈2% by 1600 Ma, Tc = 940 K and a radius of 457.4 km, while
the average density stabilises at 2395 kg m−3. The maximum
temperature of 1090 K is reached by 2270 Ma. In the following,
Ceres cools down to a present-day central temperature of 784 K.
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3.2.2. Slow accretion: Model CIb

Extended accretion has similar consequences for the evolution
of model CIb (Fig. 4, right column). Around the centre, the min-
erals with relatively low activation energies (saponite, pyrene,
mirabilite) compact on a very similar timescale as is the case in
Sect. 3.1.2 for the temperature window of 200−377 K. A higher
temperature of 580 K and a prolonged heating until 0.149 Ma
(as compared to 550 K and 0.127 Ma in Sect. 3.1.2) is necessary
to compact gypsum. Subsequently, the porosity slowly and grad-
ually approaches the value of 20% by 0.411 Ma, 1.19 km, and
693 K as a results of the creep of hematite.

Strong cooling at this small radius decreases the central tem-
perature to 170 K by 10.3 Ma, when Ceres grows to a radius of
4.4 km, and so the central porosity does not change. The tem-
perature increases further until the end of accretion and beyond.
Gradual heating and high central pressure of a full-grown Ceres
leads to a final reduction of the central porosity between 200 and
364 Ma, 365 K and 502 K, and 521 km and 509 km. This final
compaction phase at the centre proceeds at much lower tempera-
tures than compaction of hematite and gypsum, for instance, but
at a pressure and time several orders of magnitude higher.

The change of the average porosity results from the inter-
play of heating and accretion. After attaining a minimum of
32% within the first 0.390 Ma (density of 1526 kg m−3), it
increases to 47.63% (density of 1173 kg m−3) during the fol-
lowing cooling phase, reaching almost the value of the initial
porosity. After ≈20 Ma, a slow temperature increase in the
30 km-size proto-Ceres facilitates slow but gradual creep of
pyrene and saponite at >180 K in the areas away from the cen-
tre. This compensates for the contribution of the porous material
accreted at the surface, so that the average porosity changes only
slightly and reaches 47.54% upon the completion of the accre-
tion. Subsequently, it slowly evolves to 30% by 97 Ma, to 20%
by 375 Ma, and to <2% by 859 Ma. The final average porosity
of 1.8% corresponds to an average density of 2200 kg m−3 and a
radius of 472.8 km.

3.3. Effects of heating and pressure on compaction

As we have shown in Neumann et al. (2014b), the same poros-
ity reduction can be achieved rapidly at a high temperature or
slowly by prolonged heating at a lower temperature, or still fast
at a higher pressure and a lower temperature. These compaction
regimes can be observed for example at shallow depths where
mineral phases compact much more slowly than in the centre
at lower temperatures. The same effect is observed in scenarios
with a long accretion duration, when the initially strong heat-
ing by short-lived nuclides wears off after the first few Ma, but
the long-lived nuclides act as a stable energy source over the
following billions of years. Moreover, the pressure effect on the
compaction is crucial throughout the entire accretion duration.
Thus, the change of porosity and density is mainly governed by
radiogenic heating and by the accretion rate in competition with
cooling through the surface.

3.4. Temperature evolution in the interior

Models that approximate continuous accretion with the parame-
ters t0 and tac by an instantaneous formation at the time instance
t0 + tac initially start with a cold object. Such an object would
still have an initial porosity and an initial temperature at any
depth. These models lack the evolution and metamorphism of
the body considered before accretion is completed. However, the

processes that take place during the accretion influence a small
volume fraction of a fully grown Ceres to a considerable extent.
Furthermore, accretion influences the remaining volume to a
non-negligible extent, providing a pre-heated and pre-compacted
interior at the time of its completion. This effect is particularly
pronounced for an early accretion onset and a short accretion
duration (see Fig. 3, bottom row).

Clear differences are observed between the scenarios with a
short and a long accretion duration. In addition to higher max-
imum temperatures, models with tac = 2 Ma display two tem-
perature peaks after accretion is completed (see middle rows of
Figs. 3 and 4, and Fig. 7). The first maximum, which is due to
the heating by 26Al, 60Fe, and 53Mn, still exists in the models
with tac = 50 Ma. However, this is only a short heat pulse at the
very beginning of the accretion that is confined within several
hundred metres around the centre of the seed (see Fig. 4, top and
middle rows).

4. Discussion

We modelled the evolution of the temperature and porosity (den-
sity) of the dwarf planet Ceres with particular emphasis on its
accretion from a km-size seed to its present radius. We used two
specific CI chondrite-like compositions, appropriate abundances
of the radiogenic heat sources, and variable values for the creep
activation energies. Accretion times of up to 50 Ma relative to
the formation of the CAIs were considered. Our results imply
that even for a high initial porosity of ≈50% and long accretion
times of up to tac = 50 Ma, Ceres ultimately compacts by hot
pressing to an average porosity of <2.5%. This argues against
the suggestion that the low density of Ceres might be explained
by a substantial interior porosity (Zolotov 2009). The results of
Castillo-Rogez (2011), who argued for compaction that is due
to the dehydration of hydrated minerals, confirms this result.
However, we find that compaction by creep precedes the po-
tential dehydration in several cases. Since the porosity changes
associated with the dehydration are only of a few percent (see
Sect. 4.5), creep should be the dominant mechanism of porosity
loss.

4.1. Final density/porosity of the models CIa and CIb

As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, the average density either evolves to-
wards the grey area marking the density of Ceres and leaves it as
a result of further compaction (CIa), or it remains in it (CIb). For
the present-day porosity profiles see Fig. 5. Differences between
long- and short-time accretion models mainly result from the dif-
ferences in radiogenic heating. The loss of porosity is achieved
within ≈5 Ma through the heating by 26Al, 60Fe, and 53Mn for
fast accretion. For a long-time accretion, by contrast, compaction
is mainly due to heating by long-lived nuclides and takes several
hundreds of millions of years to complete.

Regardless of the model composition and accretion time, the
present-day average porosity is <2.5%, yielding a far higher av-
erage density for CIa than the density of Ceres according to our
present knowledge. Therefore, we conclude that it is unlikely
that the low density of Ceres can be explained by a partially
porous interior for model CIa. On the other hand, a low interior
porosity of CIb composition can satisfy the average density.

4.2. Prolonged accretion and different accretion behaviour

In general, prolonged accretion of Ceres limits the amount of
26Al, 60Fe, and 53Mn available for the processing of the newly
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lines). The grey area indicates the average density of Ceres according to our present knowledge.

accreted material. It determines whether the interior inherits in-
tense heating by the short-lived nuclides upon the completion
of the accretion or if it remains relatively cold for up to several
hundreds of millions of years, until continuous heating by the
long-lived nuclides causes the second temperature increase.

Still, accretion cannot prevent that internal temperatures
exceed critical temperatures for creep, dehydration, or even
small-scale melting of the involved species. Furthermore, it can-
not prevent compaction of an initially porous proto-Ceres down
to an average porosity of less than a few percent. However, no
wide-spread melting of the metal and no melting of the silicate
phase at all is expected for a long accretion duration. By con-
trast, substantial melting of metal or even silicates is expected if

Ceres completes its accretion within the first ≈3 Ma relative to
the formation of the CAIs.

The picture does not change if different accretion rates are
employed. Additional model runs performed using a linear and
asymptotic accretion law (see Neumann et al. 2012) instead of
an exponential law (Eq. (2)) confirm our results. Finally, slower
accretion than within 50 Ma is rather unrealistic and was there-
fore not considered here.

Clearly, accretion should not be neglected, in particular for
the scenarios with a short tac. It provides a pre-heated and pre-
compacted interior upon its completion (see Figs. 3, 4, and 7),
while an “instantaneously” forming Ceres would start as a cold
primordial body at t0 + tac.
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4.3. Influence of the material properties used

While the radiogenic heat production rate was the same in both
models, thermal conductivities and intrinsic densities differed,
as did the activation energies. Thus, higher maximum tempera-
tures were obtained for model CIb because of its lower intrinsic
thermal conductivity.

Furthermore, we calculated the thermal conductivity from
the geometric mean of the mineral conductivities and volume
fractions (see Beardsmore & Cull 2001). These values of kb are
for the most part lower than the linear combinations of mineral
conductivities and volume fractions used by Castillo-Rogez &
McCord (2010) and Castillo-Rogez (2011). Moreover, we ac-
counted for the dependence of the thermal conductivity on the
porosity, which was computed self-consistently. This is of par-
ticular importance for the early evolution before compaction and

for the insulating properties of a leftover porous blanket at the
surface.

An uncertainty arises from the analytic expression of cp =
cp(T ) that we adopted from Yomogida & Matsui (1984). In
the temperature range between 200 K and 1600 K, cp varies
from ≈450 to 1200 J kg−1 K−1. This fit was derived for the
bulk ordinary chondritic material and is not directly related to
measurements on carbonaceous chondrites or on single minerals
from CIa and CIb.

4.4. Parameters for creep modelling

Some of the activation energy values adopted here are upper
bounds (see comments below Table 1). For example, the acti-
vation energy for creep of anhydrite was used to model the com-
paction of gypsum. The latter should be more easily deformable
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Fig. 7. Temporal evolution of the radial distribution of the temperature in the interior of Ceres. Top row: fast accretion with t0 = 1 Ma and
tac = 2 Ma. Bottom row: slow accretion with t0 = 1 Ma and tac = 50 Ma. Left column: Model CIa. Right column: Model CIb. Parallel to the
porosity loss, the body shrinks to the final radius of 456 km. Relatively low activation energies of the minerals (Table 1) enable compaction at
temperatures of mostly below 500 K. Thus, a substantial fraction of the interior consolidates before the hydrated minerals start to dehydrate.

than anhydrite. This means that compaction of gypsum is shifted
to higher temperatures, while in fact some reduction of the
porosity in this phase should have taken place at lower tem-
peratures. We acknowledge that uncertainties in the parameters
in Eq. (4) remain that will result in the uncertainties in com-
paction times and temperatures. These parameters are, in par-
ticular, the pre-factor B, the grain size b, the stress exponent n,
and the grain size exponent m, which vary for different materi-
als and represent a further uncertainty. The grain size of 1 μm
is constrained by the size of matrix grains in chondritic mete-
orites (<5 μm, see Hutchison 2004) and by the interplanetary
dust particles (O(1 nm) − O(1 μm), see Rietmeijer 1993). For
different creep mechanisms, the exponent n varies from n ≈ 1
(diffusion creep) to n > 3 (dislocation creep). The exponent m
typically varies between 2 (Nabarro-Herring creep) and 3 (Coble
creep) for diffusion creep and is equal to zero for dislocation
creep. Adopting a higher value of n than n ≈ 1 or a lower value
of m than m = 3 (or even m = 0) will enhance compaction, since
the absolute value of the right-hand side in Eq. (4) describing
the rate of the porosity loss would increase. As a consequence,
compaction would be shifted to lower temperatures.

Finally, while deriving creep laws, such as Eq. (4) and, in
particular, the activation energies involved, short times of labo-
ratory experiments are extrapolated to the processes that proceed
on a geological time scale.

Our results depend to some extent on the choice of the ini-
tial porosity of ≈0.5. A lower initial porosity would facilitate
compaction through the higher heat source density (and, thus, a
stronger early heating rate) while a higher initial porosity than
0.5 is less reasonable (Henke et al. 2012). In addition, a lower
initial porosity leads to a lower final average porosity because
shallow primordial layers will be denser. No substantial change
in the results is expected if the initial porosity remains in a rea-
sonable range of 30%−60%.

4.5. Compaction by creep vs. dehydration

In the simulations by Castillo-Rogez (2011), the author pointed
out that the internal temperatures suffice to induce creep.
However, creep as such was not modelled, while the contribution
of the latent heat of dehydration was accounted for. In particu-
lar, dehydration temperatures of minerals were compared with
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the temperature profile, and dehydration was inferred as a plau-
sible mechanism of porosity loss. It can be easily shown that
dehydration alone cannot lead to compaction. As we discuss in
the following, the volume changes upon dehydration are typi-
cally only of a few percent and do not reduce the initial porosity
to low values of 0−10%.

We here explicitly modelled creep of the involved miner-
als. In particular, our simulations showed that for some minerals
from Table 1 the pores close before the respective mineral can
dehydrate. In some cases the situation is reversed: Mirabilite,
gypsum, and epsomite first reach their dehydration tempera-
tures of 305 (Clauser & Huenges 1995), 373−423 (Brantut et al.
2011), and 353 K (van Essen et al. 2009), respectively (this pro-
cess was not modelled here), while higher temperatures are nec-
essary to close the pores in these mineral phases by creep.

In these cases, dehydration will introduce a new, “wet”
porosity (also known as “melt porosity”), in addition to the pores
not closing by previous creep processes. On the one hand, this
means that an interconnected water network might form, creat-
ing conditions for the percolation of water (for this, however,
the matrix needs to be compacted to squeeze the water out of the
pores). On the other hand, the local volume change due to dehy-
dration could cause the pores to be filled with water. However,
this is not the case, as we show in the following.

The dehydration of all hydrated species involved influences
the proportions of the matrix, the pores, and the liquid wa-
ter. First, considering dehydration of serpentine (to forsterite,
talc, and water), of hydrated montmorillonite (to the dehydrated
montmorillonite and water), of epsomite (to kieserite and wa-
ter), of mirabilite (to thenardite and water), of saponite (first to
corrensite, quartz, and water and then to clinochlore, quartz, and
water), and of gypsum (to bassanite and water), we assume that
before the dehydration all of the minerals that correspond either
to CIa or to CIb form the solid matrix in a volume with an initial
porosity of φ0 ≈ 0.5. All of the dehydration products except wa-
ter are assumed to remain in the matrix, while water forms a third
phase that partially fills the pores. By accounting for the vol-
ume changes associated with the single reactions involved (and
neglecting any kind of compaction), the composition of model
CIa evolves to a three-phase system where the matrix, the water,
and the pores have the fractions of 35.7%, 20.67%, and 43, 63%,
respectively. In model CIb the respective fractions are 31.65%,
23.8%, and 44.55%. As a result, the matrix has a rather small
fraction, and it is rather probable that it will collapse, leading
ultimately to the compaction of the volumes where such a the-
oretical complete dehydration takes place. However, since sev-
eral mineral phases compact by creep before their dehydration,
the current porosities upon reaching the respective dehydration
temperatures will be considerably lower than φ0. To demonstrate
the consequences, we compare dehydration temperatures of the
three minerals that should have dehydrated before they com-
pacted by creep in the model (mirabilite, epsomite, and gyp-
sum) with the central porosity of a km-size proto-Ceres reached
at the respective temperatures (see Sect. 3.1). In doing so, we
assess the reduction of the porosity that is due to the dehydra-
tion. Following Castillo-Rogez (2011), mirabilite is assumed to
dehydrate at 305 K. By that time, a porosity of 30% is avail-
able in the centre of a km-size proto-Ceres for model CIa with
fast accretion. By dehydrating mirabilite to thenardite and water,
the volume of this phase increases by ≈6.15%, meaning that in-
stead of occupying only a volume fraction of 7% of the matrix
(or 4.935% of the total space), it would need 5.24% of the total
space. Since 4.935% already occupy a certain volume of the ma-
trix, the remaining 0.3% will fill a part of the pores. This means,

however, that the pores shrink from 30% to ≈29.69%. Similarly,
in model CIb, the pores would shrink from ≈33% to ≈32.53%
because they are being filled partially with the water that dehy-
drated from mirabilite.

After the dehydration of epsomite at 353 K, the volume of
this phase increases by ≈10.4%. In model CIa, central poros-
ity is ≈18% at 353 K. Thus, the porosity decreases to 17.12%.
In model CIb, the central porosity around 353 K decreases
from 33% to 28%. Taking 28% and a higher volume fraction of
epsomite in CIb (see Table 1), the porosity is reduced to 25.95%
(similarly, 33% would be reduced to 31.09%).

In the temperature window between 373 K and 423 K, the
central porosity for model CIb with fast accretion is ≈28%.
Dehydration of gypsum to bassanite and water leads to a vol-
ume increase of this phase by 7.9%. Thus, the porosity will be
reduced negligibly to 27.68%.

Obviously, for both compositions, the dehydration of the
three minerals considered above changes the porosity by less
than 3%. Thus, as long as these reactions do not actually desta-
bilise the matrix and destroy its structural integrity (as should
be the case for a high porosity), no further compaction will
occur except by creep. Such a destabilisation could occur, fur-
thermore, if the fraction of the freed water were sufficiently
large to dominate the rheology (water would assume the role of
the matrix). No destabilisation is expected, however, because of
the low-volume fractions of the dehydrating minerals and pre-
compacted condition of the matrix. Furthermore, as discussed
in the Sect. 4.4, the variation of several parameters in the creep
law assumed here can shift creep of mirabilite, gypsum, and ep-
somite towards lower temperatures, which might lead to their
compaction before the dehydration.

Taken together, compaction of an initially porous body with
the compositions CIa or CIb occurs in several steps as a combi-
nation of creep and dehydration, but is dominated by the creep
processes and is only slightly perturbed by the dehydration.

4.6. Presence of liquid water in the past

Although the interior and the peak temperatures calculated with
our model vary with the accretion time, they allow for the pro-
duction of liquid water in the central region of Ceres (either by
ice melting or by dehydration) for any accretion duration and
even production of iron and silicate melts for an early formation.

It has been proposed McCord & Sotin (2005) that proto-
Ceres could have in part been composed of water ice. According
to the amount of ice suggested by these authors, this would re-
duce the radiogenic heating compared to our model by up to
≈30%. This still suffices to exceed T = 273 K at almost any
depth. This means that assuming presence of frozen water in a
free state, liquid water must have formed, making hydration of
the silicate minerals possible. The peak central temperature of
855 K and 1005 K (for models CIa and CIb, respectively) for
tac = 50 Ma reached in the model runs having a heat production
rate reduced by 30% still allows for the dehydration of hydrated
minerals, possibly followed by water-rock differentiation.

4.7. Implications for the ice-rock differentiation

The wide-spread presence of liquid water at some time in the
past does not necessarily imply differentiated structure, how-
ever, as we argue below. Self-consistent numerical modelling
of the differentiation processes (water-rock and metal-silicate)
is needed to constrain the sizes of the single layers.
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Computing the evolution of porosity is essential not only
for the hypothesis of an undifferentiated and porous Ceres.
Assuming a substantial amount of ice is present in Ceres’ pri-
mordial material, porosity also has substantial implications for
the ice-rock differentiation during the early structural evolution.

Assuming accretion of ice and dust, the rheological be-
haviour of the system will be dominated by one of the two com-
ponents, depending on their proportions. The water-rock differ-
entiation will then proceed abiding by the Darcy flow or Stokes
flow regime, according to the relative amounts of water and
rock. Characterising the transition between these regimes by a
certain critical ice volume fraction, the following scenarios are
considered.

(a) A super-critical ice fraction: Ice matrix with dust grains,
meaning that upon melting of ice the dust grains settle with
the Stokes flow velocity.

(b) A sub-critical ice fraction: Dust/rock matrix with ice grains,
meaning that upon melting of ice movement of water up-
wards within the matrix can be described using the Darcy
flow law.

Neither (a) nor (b) will be the exclusive differentiation regime
because during the water-rock separation water-enriched layers
will form, where (a) takes place, while in other water-depleted
or dust-enriched layers (b) will prevail.

The interplay between the initial porosity and its evolution
during creep with the fraction of the liquid water (called melt-
porosity) has an effect on the differentiation, however. Before the
melting of ice, there could be some remaining pores not closed
by creep that are filled with gas. For case (a), this porosity would
not influence the differentiation scheme to a notable extent. For
case (b), however, the situation is more complex. In addition
to the volume occupied by ice and dust grains, there are pores.
Melting of ice will increase the porosity in the rock matrix. Only
a part of this porosity (typically smaller than the volume frac-
tion occupied previously by the ice) will be filled with water,
since water ice has a lower density than water in the parameter
range relevant here. An upward percolation of water by porous
flow would theoretically be possible if the matrix (1) deformed
strongly enough to close the fraction of the pores that is not va-
cated by water and (2) deformed further to squeeze the water out
of the matrix. Higher temperatures (up to 700 K) than the melt-
ing temperature of water are necessary for the matrix to deform.
Thus, water will first migrate downwards, filling the remaining
pores around the centre that are vacated by gas that migrated up-
wards, while the matrix remains immobile. After this, water will
either remain in suspension until the matrix deforms and then
differentiate, or it will vaporise and fill the pores with the water
vapour. Subsequent deformation of the matrix will lead to the
mobilisation of the vapour. On its way to the surface, water will
form in the cooler shallow layers. It is also possible that during
these processes some amount of water is consumed by the hy-
dration of the minerals contained in the dust fraction. Solid-state
flow of hydrated minerals with relatively low creep activation
energies will lead to the closure of the pores. The dehydration
of the hydrated minerals at higher temperatures will contribute
to the production of free water and increase the thickness of a
water ocean upon percolation.

Another way to differentiate a water ocean on Ceres is re-
lease of water by dehydration (Castillo-Rogez 2011) and sub-
sequent percolation of water by porous flow. Before such a re-
lease of water, the martix will already be compacted, as we
have shown further above. Considering reactions mentioned in
Sect. 4.5, water will occupy a volume fraction of ≈0.36 in both

models CIa and CIb upon dehydration of all hydrated species.
This volume fraction is sufficiently high to obtain an intercon-
nected water network. Subsequently, water could differentiate
by porous flow and form a sub-surface water ocean if the sili-
cate matrix deforms.

The combination of the processes mentioned above does cer-
tainly influence the timing of the differentiation, the nature and
the thicknesses of the differentiated layers, the cooling history,
and, thus, the present-day state of Ceres’ interior.

4.8. Convection in a water ocean

Formation of a pure ice layer upon freezing of a water ocean can
be affected to a great extent by the convection that could occur
before a water ocean differentiates. In fact, turbulent convection
in a muddy ocean (i.e., a mixture of water and dust, dominated
rheologically by the water phase) would prevent dust particles
from settling to the bottom of the ocean. Thus, a “dirty” ice layer
needs to be considered as another layer in Ceres’ internal struc-
ture. A further consequence of the liquid-state convection is the
effective cooling of the ocean. In our previous study, Neumann
et al. (2014a), we investigated severe consequences of the liquid-
state convection in a magma ocean. There, a possible tempera-
ture increase from radiogenic heating was prevented by the con-
vective cooling, keeping the melt fraction low and the life-time
of the magma ocean short. Similar effects can be imagined for
a water ocean: it might have been not much warmer than the
melting point of water, for instance. The rocky core might con-
sequently have been cooled much more effectively. This could
have prevented metal-silicate differentiation in the rocky core
and led to a much cooler interior of the present-day Ceres than
suggested by the conductive models.

4.9. Presence of liquid water today

Present-day temperature profiles shown in Fig. 6 allow for the
presence of liquid water starting at the depths of 18−80 km and
5−32 km for the models CIa and CIb, respectively, and varying
tac. This results from our conductive models that include insulat-
ing properties of a porous lid, however. Not included in these cal-
culations was a possible reduction of the radiogenic heating due
to the presence of ice (that does not contain such heat sources)
and due to the convective cooling of a water ocean.

To estimate the first effect to some degree, we ran several
simulations with only 70% of the radiogenic heating (based on
the ice mass fraction of up to ≈30%). For a long accretion (tac =
50 Ma), the depth at which ice could melt changed to at least
25 km for CIa, but remained ≈5 km for CIb.

To obtain a rough estimate of how convection in a water
ocean would change the picture, we performed additional runs
where in addition to the reduction of the radiogenic heating
as above, the temperature was not allowed to exceed 300 K
at any time and depth. This is based on our investigations of
convective cooling in magma oceans on small bodies. Neumann
et al. (2014a) found that effective cooling by vigorous convection
prevents a further temperature increase above the temperature
that defines such a magma ocean. Here, keeping the temperature
below 300 K changed the depth at which 273 K are reached to
77 km for CIa and 33 km for CIb in the case tac = 50 Ma.

Based on the above considerations, the minimum depth at
which liquid water could be available today appears to lie in the
range of 5−33 km. This is a rough estimate, since differentiation
has not been modelled here and it is not guaranteed that these
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layers do not simply contain rock or porous dust due to some
specific structure that formed after the differentiation. In partic-
ular, the enrichment of the radiogenic nuclides in the rocky core,
the lack of the radiogenic heating in the ocean, and the avail-
ability thereof in the undifferentiated upper lid could change the
picture once more. Finally, shallower depths can be obtained by
lowering the melting point of water as a result of the introduction
of salts (see Castillo-Rogez & McCord 2010).

4.10. Metal-silicate differentiation and formation of a metallic
core

For CIa, the accretion has to be completed within the first 4 Ma
relative to CAIs’ formation to produce some small amount of
iron melt enabling possible differentiation of a metallic core. In
the late-forming cases the solidus temperature of the iron phase
is not reached. In these simulations no core formation can there-
fore be expected at all. On the other hand, an early formation
would result in the formation of an iron core and a silicate man-
tle, preceded by an almost complete compaction. For the sec-
ond composition CIb, however, iron melt is produced regardless
of the accretion duration within at least the radius of ≈50 km
around the centre.

In general, “too hot” scenarios (see Fig. 2) can be excluded
completely because Ceres has no basaltic crust. In other scenar-
ios that produce iron melt, porous flow will be the dominating
melt percolation and core formation mechanism due to low melt
fractions. This would most probably result in a layered structure
with a varying degree of metal-silicate differentiation below ad-
ditional possible differentiated layers, such as a pure ice layer
that is due to the differentiation of the dehydrated water (see e.g.
Castillo-Rogez & McCord 2010; Castillo-Rogez 2011).

5. Conclusions

We have modelled the thermal evolution and compaction of an
initially porous Ceres-like body that undergoes accretion from
protoplanetary dust by the means of a comprehensive numerical
model. The accretion started with a ≈ 1 km-size seed and ended
with an ≈500 km-size fully grown asteroid. We analysed the in-
terplay of accretion from dust and compaction of the porous ac-
creted material by hot pressing using an exponential accretion
law and a diffusion creep law. We investigated the hypothesis
that Ceres’ low density of ≈2040−2250 kg m−3 is due to a porous
interior. To do this, the material properties (in particular, the pa-
rameters relevant for compaction) were varied self-consistently
in the calculations according to the mineralogy of two composi-
tion models adopted.

For all accretion times considered, the final average porosity
of Ceres was <2.5%. Thus, the present-day average porosity of
Ceres is negligible and the interior is almost completely com-
pacted. This means that of the two composition models used
here, the “high-density” model CIa is unlikely: The condition
of ≈10% porosity is not satisfied and the calculated bulk density
of the asteroid is higher than that of Ceres. The “low-density”
model CIb, on the other hand, yields both an appropriate bulk
density and a radius approximately equal to that of Ceres. While
the material in Ceres’ interior could have been altered even more,
this specific composition appears to be feasible for the early
Ceres based on the modelling arguments. On the other hand,
a low-density phase, such as water ice, represents yet another
explanation of Ceres’ density and is no less plausible. In par-
ticular, based on the recent observations by the Dawn mission
(see, e.g., Schenk et al. 2015; Beck et al. 2015), both water ice

and hydrated minerals could be present on Ceres. Assuming that
minerals involved in CIa and CIb probably played an important
role in the evolution of Ceres, we envision an augmentation of
the current model by considering water as an additional phase
and water-rock differentiation.

Depending on the adopted accretion duration tac, the com-
paction of Ceres took place between only a few millions years
and more than one billion years. The remaining porous layers
constitute the outer 3−30 km of the asteroid. However, since the
surface of Ceres is heavily cratered, we expect the surficial ev-
idence for these pores to have been eradicated over time and
overprinted by the pores and cracks arising from collisions.

Our models show that compaction is dominated by the creep
processes in the solid matrix and only slightly influenced by the
release of water trapped in hydrated minerals. For one part, sev-
eral mineral phases creep at lower temperatures than they would
dehydrate at. For the other, our estimates show that dehydration
can change the porosity by only a few percent.

Accretion plays a vital role in both the thermal and the struc-
tural evolution of Ceres because it provides a pre-heated and
pre-processed interior upon its completion. The temperatures ob-
tained during the accretion allow not only for creep and com-
paction, but also for the dehydration of hydrated minerals. This
finding implies that water-rock differentiation might have alre-
day started in the proto-Ceres during its growth.

Our calculations provide the evolution as well as the present-
day porosity and temperature profiles for Ceres. The temperature
evolution allows for the existence of liquid water in the inte-
rior of Ceres both in the past and today. Based on the calcu-
lated present-day temperature profiles, conditions for liquid wa-
ter are on hand at a depth of more than 5−33 km (this variation is
based on different compositions and accretion times). This depth
range may vary since differentiation has not been modelled here.
In particular, the inhomogeneous distribution of radioactive ele-
ments associated with rock-ice differentiation could change the
temperature evolution. Furthermore, shallower depths of liquid
water can be obtained by lowering the melting point of water by
the introduction of salts (see Castillo-Rogez & McCord 2010).

Depending on the composition model, either accretion
within the first 4 Ma relative to CAIs results in melting of iron, or
iron melt is produced regardless of the accretion timing, enabling
possible differentiation of a small metallic core. For model CIb
and an accretion duration of ≈2 Ma, the solidus temperature of
the metal is reached well before the end of the accretion. Thus,
the onset of metal core formation took place before the accretion
was completed. Based on the evolution of the central tempera-
ture, two events of metal-silicate differentiation were identified
depending on tac. For an early accretion, a small core could form
within the first ≤20 Ma. After the first differentiation event, a
cooling phase below the metal solidus is observed, followed by
another temperature increase causing melting and a second dif-
ferentiation event between ≈0.6 Ga and ≈4 Ga relative to CAIs.
For a late accretion, metal melting would occur very late and the
degree of melting would be low. Thus, the differentiation would
only take place in the centre within a radius of several tens of
kilometres approximately around 3 Ga relative to CAIs. This re-
sult holds for model CIb because of its lower intrinsic thermal
conductivity. For model CIa, no metal melting occurs for a late
accretion.

As a result of a rather elaborate interplay of the porosity evo-
lution, melting of water ice, and compaction of the rocky ma-
trix during the percolation of water, the potential water-rock and
metal-silicate differentiation of Ceres must certainly have been
very complex processes that require further detailed studies.
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